Abstract-Perfect nanowires may be studied from both the bandstructure and transmission perspectives, and relating features in one set of curves to those in another often yields much insight into their behavior. For random-alloy nanowires, however, only transmission characteristics and virtual-crystal approximation (VCA) bands have been available. This is a serious shortcoming since the VCA cannot properly capture disorder at the primitive cell level: those bulk properties which it can satisfactorily reproduce arise from spatially extended states and measurements which average out primitive cell-level fluctuations. Here we address this deficiency by projecting approximate bands out of supercell states for Al 0 15 Ga 0 85 As random alloy nanowires. The resulting bands correspond to the transmission characteristics very closely, unlike the VCA bands, which cannot explain important transmission features. Using both bandstructure and transmission results, we are better able to explain the operation of these nanowires.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
EMICONDUCTOR nanostructures have been the subject of increased theoretical interest in recent years. Most often the theoretical approach is of the effective-mass or k.p-type due to the computationally challenging nature of nanowire calculations [1] - [5] . Recently, however, more complete, multiband calculations based on methods such as pseudopotentials [6] , tight-binding [7] - [10] , or the bond-orbital model [11] , [12] have appeared. Regardless of the theoretical method employed, two broad classes of calculation are important for nanowires: transport and bandstructure. In the case of nanowires fabricated from ordered materials [9] , [10] both types of calculation have been performed.
Alloy nanostructures present special challenges, particularly with respect to interpreting transmission characteristics and the formulation of approximate bandstructures. Because the virtual-crystal approximation (VCA) can accurately reproduce some bulk gaps and masses it is generally used for bandstructure and transport calculations [7] , [8] , [11] , [12] . When evaluating the VCA (in any of its various formulations) for use in nanostructures it must be remembered that under it, all primitive cells are the same, being composed of identical pseudoatoms chosen to mimic bulk behavior. This approach can be satisfactory in bulk, where spatially extended wavefunctions are responsible for properties such as gaps and masses, the measurements of which naturally average out fluctuations at the primitive cell level. Because of the inability of the VCA to capture these fluctuations, some more recent efforts involve random-alloy calculations for nanostructures: bound states of quantum wells [13] - [15] and densities of states for nanowires [16] . None of these efforts, however, addresses either the issue of approximate bandstructure or its relationship to transport characteristics.
Because the details of disorder are known to be important at the nanoscale [17] in this work we address these issues by performing atomistic random-alloy calculations of both the transport characteristics and approximate bandstructures of Al Ga As nanowires. We employ the AlGaAs system because of its attraction from a theoretical point-of-view: nearly identical AlAs and GaAs lattice constants, so that disorder appears as the random cation distribution. (Later work will treat systems such as InGaAs and SiGe in which the atom positions also vary randomly.) To our knowledge this is the first combined bandstructure/transport treatment of an atomically disordered system in the literature and it allows us to relate features in the transport and bandstructure results in greater detail than previously possible. A unified picture of alloy nanowires emerges, in which the nanodevice (transmission) and nanomaterials (bandstructure) viewpoints complement each other and illuminate the physics of these interesting structures.
II. APPROACH AND RESULTS
We carry out atomistic, random-alloy calculations for freestanding Al Ga As nanowires. The supercell calculations are performed using NEMO3D [17] - [19] . In all cases the underlying tight-binding model is the , spin-orbit model [20] , with parameters for GaAs and AlAs given in [21] . The wire cross section is square and its axis lies along the [100] direction; the surface atoms in the -and -planes are passivated [22] by increasing the dangling-bond energy by 30 eV. The wire is specified in terms of zincblende conventional unit cubes (side nm) as , where is the number of cubes in the -direction. The unit cell for a square cross section wire is therefore a slab consisting of two pairs 1536-125X/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE of anion-cation planes (four atomic planes). The wires considered here have the dimension 40 6 6. The method in [21] and [23] is used to extract an approximate bandstructure from supercell eigenstates computed in NEMO3D [17] - [19] where periodic boundary conditions are enforced along the direction. Transmission and bandstructure calculations for the same device differ only in the boundary conditions applied at the two -planes (i.e., along the direction: periodic for bandstructure, injection/collection for transmission); detailed atom placements in the wire are identical.
In the transport calculations the semi-infinite emitter (collector) region is identical to the first (last) slab of the nanowire, except in the random-alloy nanowire with GaAs reservoirs. Open boundary conditions are obtained by injecting from reservoir bulk states and separating the reflected and transmitted waves. The device is then solved by a hybrid method [24] combining a recursive nonequilibrium Green's function scheme and a wave function calculation.
The approximate bandstructure of a nanowire calculated with the VCA and from a random-alloy supercell is considered first. While in both cases the bands represent those of the best approximate translationally symmetric nanowire with a 1 6 6 unit cell possible with each respective method, the calculations differ greatly in the method by which the translationally symmetric system is determined. In the VCA calculation, the cations are all fictitious Al Ga pseudoatoms and all on-site and nearestneighbor parameters are weighted averages of those for AlAs and GaAs. In the random-alloy supercell calcuation, however, the bands are determined by projecting out Bloch states from the supercell eigenstates and computing a probability-weighted average energy [21] , [23] . The random-alloy bands therefore incorporate the wire as a whole, including the random cation distribution, and, as shall be seen below, more accurately describe the wire behavior. Fig. 1 shows the conduction bands of the nanowire. The VCA bandstructure is exact since the VCA treats all cations as Al Ga pseudoatoms. In contrast, the random alloy the bands are approximate and have associated noisy deviations. Both the VCA and random-alloy results have similar shapes and they agree fairly well near . Near , however, the random-alloy bands have a much lower conduction-band minimum. This difference is like that seen in bulk alloy calculations, where the resulting random-alloy gap at agrees much better with experiment than does that of the VCA (inset Fig. 1 ) [21] , [23] . In the particular nanowire studied here, the much lower conduction-band minimum at will be seen to profoundly affect the transport properties. Fig. 2 (a) depicts two transmission coefficients for ordered nanowires. The thin solid line corresponds to the VCA bandstructure of Fig. 1 , and shows noiseless, step-like turn-ons in transmission for each available band [10] . The turn-on at around 2 eV corresponds to the bands at around 2 eV at . Each band corresponds to two transmission channels for up and down spins. Since the band-edge minimum is at , four channels turn on. At eV the bands hit two channels vanish and the transmission shows a dip to a value of 2. Subsequent bands in the energy range eV result in step-like features of transmission coeffiecients. The interpretation of transmission coefficients and bandstructure corresponds to the one of pure materials [10] . Since the VCA represents pseudoatoms without disorder, this correspondence between exact bandstructure and smooth transmissions is not surprising.
The interpretation of the transmission coefficients in the truly disordered system is, however, more interesting. Fig. 2(b) shows the transmission results for three disordered nanowires. The thick solid line corresponds to the random alloy bandstructure of Fig. 1 , which shows its lowest band at at around 1.92 eV. The transmission coefficient shows a spike at that energy, but not a step-like feature. At about 1.97 eV more channels appear, consistent with the minimum near in the random-alloy bands. Both the local arrangement of atom types and the exact mole fraction (15% Al overall) vary along the wire. The resulting randomness means that the density of states (DOS) is not spatially smooth along the device. Propagating modes therefore differ from slab to slab and one cannot expect the transmission to be a step-like function of energy.
To confirm that these transmission results probe the wire proper and not the reservoirs, we also show the transmission curve for the same random-alloy nanowire, but with GaAs reservoirs (Fig. 2(b) , heavy dashed line; spin is neglected for reasons of computational efficiency). Observe that up to about 2.04 eV these results are almost the same as those for the random-alloy nanowire with alloy reservoirs. (For higher energies the spin-orbit interaction becomes more important.) Because similar transmission features are seen in both random-alloy nanowires despite their different reservoirs, we conclude that these noisy features are characteristic of the wire itself.
To demonstrate further that the randomness along the device is responsible for the noisy transmission behavior noted above, we calculate the transmission for an ordered Al Ga As nanowire in which all 40 slabs are identical [light dotted line in Fig. 2(a) ]. Here one now sees the smooth transmission plateaus found in pure GaAs or Si nanowires [10] . Since both the random-alloy nanowire and the ordered nanowire are nominally composed of Al Ga As, they would both be represented by the same VCA nanowire. Note also that the use of a modified VCA (one with an empirical "disorder parameter" to better reproduce the bulk bandgap bowing with composition) [25] , [26] would not give correct results, since the noisy behavior in the random-alloy wires is due to the random cation distribution. Although the additional disorder parameter gives better bulk bandgap bowing, the bulk Hamiltonian remains translationally symmetric, so that each small cell (and slab) of the wire would be an identical pseudomaterial. Because both the VCA and modified VCA still represent the alloy as a pseudomaterial, both would treat the ordered and random-alloy nanowires identically. This fact highlights a major shortcoming of the VCA: its inability to truly incorporate randomness, especially disorder at the nanometer scale.
The transmission of the random-alloy nanowire in Fig. 2 (b) (thick solid line) shows a peculiar peak at 1.92 eV. Fig. 3 shows the -anion wavefunction envelopes for the 1.92 eV resonance for the random-alloy nanowire, superimposed over a conduction-band edge profile of the nanowire and the logarithm of the DOS. (For computational efficiency the DOS is calculated neglecting spin since including spin makes little difference for low energy states.) The -orbital envelope for the slab is calculated by averaging the square magnitudes of all the -orbital expansion coefficients in that slab; the conduction band edge profile is calculated assuming each slab were a 1 6 6 unit cell of a different infinite nanowire. The envelopes and the DOS show a spatially localized, resonance-like feature about the middle of the device at an energy in the middle of (i.e., not above) the conduction band edge fluctuations. The spin-up and spin-down envelopes are concentrated in the lower band-edge regions and are basically symmetric. Each has the characteristic Fig. 3 . s-anion envelopes of the spin-up and spin-down orbitals (thin lines) for the random-alloy nanowire superimposed over the wire conduction-band edge profile (thick line) and logarithm of the DOS, neglecting spin (shaded regions). The injected state is spin-up. The emitter reservoir is on the left, hence the slight asymmetry of the envelopes. Note the concentration of the wavefunction in the low-gap region and the similarity in shape to the first resonance of a direct-gap RTD.
of the first quasi-bound state of a direct-gap resonant-tunneling diode (RTD).
To further test this hypothesis, we construct a special nanowire with a quantum well in the center, referred to as the "RTD nanowire" for its resemblance to that device. The wire is made of two different types of 1 6 6 slabs, both of which have the same cation fractions (15% Al, 85% Ga) but which differ in the distribution of the cations. In the "well" slabs the Al atoms are concentrated near the wire surfaces, leading to a lower conduction-band minimum, while in the "barrier" slabs the Al atoms are concentrated near the center of the wire, giving a higher conduction-band minimum. The conduction-band minimum is -like, with the lowest state symmetric and concentrated near the well center [27] . The transmission characteristic of this wire is shown as the dark dotted line in Fig. 2(b) and its -anion envelope at the initial resonance (1.88 eV) superimposed over the conduction-band edge profile and the logarithm of the DOS (calculated without spin) is shown in Fig. 4 . The second broader resonance at 1.945 eV can be identified in the DOS and the transmission coefficient. Fig. 5 shows the conduction bands of an infinite wire having as a unit cell the "well" slab (solid symbols) along with those of the RTD wire as a whole (open symbols with error bars). Note the similarity of the two bandstructures and the fact that the minimum of the wire taken as a whole is very much like that of the "well" material.
The -anion envelopes at the initial resonance are highly symmetric and concentrated in the well, as one expects in an RTD. The bandstructure of the RTD wire further confirms this description. The initial resonant state is composed of counter-propagating Bloch states just above the conduction-band minimum of the "well" Al Ga
As. Injecting carriers into this unbiased structure thus probes the "bulk" (one-dimensional) bands of the quantum well material (here a 1 6 6 slab) in the same way that injecting carriers into a conventional RTD probes the bulk bands along the growth direction of the quantum well. The RTD nanowire thus behaves in a similar manner to the random-alloy nanowire and its transparent behavior confirms the explanation given for the random-alloy nanowire. The randomness in the alloy wire can therefore lead to localized states that dominate the transport characteristics of the wire. However, these states are formed from the overall wire bandstructure states. 
III. CONCLUSION
We have seen that the approximate bandstructures of randomalloy nanowires greatly aid in the interpretation of their transmission characteristics, and that the transport results confirm the reliability of and physical meaning attached to, the approximate bands. The availability of approximate random-alloy bands has been seen to be essential for reconciling the transport and bandstructure pictures, since these bands differ considerably from those calculated with the VCA. Because the VCA represents all primitive cells by the same pseudomaterial, its treatment of disorder is too crude to properly resolve the approximate bands of the alloy nanowire, as is clear from the much higher conduction-band minimum in the VCA. Were only the VCA bands available for comparison with the transmission results, the picture would have been very cloudy indeed. The nanomaterials and nanodevice pictures have thus been shown to be complementary and mutually supporting.
